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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR THE GENERALIZED
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS

ALLAN M. KRALL

Abstract. The operator theory associated with the Hermite polynomials does

not extend to the generalized Hermite polynomials because the even and odd

polynomials satisfy different differential equations. We show that this leads to

two problems, each of interest on its own. We then weld them together to form a

united spectral expansion. In addition, the exponent ß in the weight \x\2fle~x

has traditionally always been greater than -5 . We show what happens if

(i < - j . Finally, we examine the differential equations in left-definite spaces.

1. Introduction

The generalized Hermite polynomials {Hn^}%L0, given by

H^(x) = ±(n+/_-k2)(-ir^"nlx2k/kl
k=0

and

k=0 ^ '

satisfy two differential equations

xy" + 2(p - x V + [2(2n)x]v = 0,

and
xy" + 2(p - x2)y' + [2(2« + l)x - 2px~l]y,

resp. [1]. While they form a complete orthogonal set in L2(-oo, oo ; \x\2fte~x ),

p > -j . The presence of two differential equations precludes the existence of

an operator theoretic foundation such as found for the ordinary Hermite poly-

nomials, {H„ '}~0, found when p — 0. This should not be looked on as a

failure, however, but as a twofold opportunity. Indeed, both equations are sin-

gular, not only at oo, but also at 0, and so an operator theory may be developed

separately for each on (0, oo), on which the even and odd degree polynomials

each separately form a compete orthogonal set.

It is this theory we wish to develop here not only for p > -\, but also

for p < -A. Then we wish to further extend it to what are called left-definite
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156 A. M. KRALL

spaces. These are generated by the differential equations as well, also involve the

first derivative, and are, therefore, Sobolev spaces. Because very much to follow

is closely related to known results, we will frequently merely give references for

proofs. We hope, however, to present a clear picture of what occurs.

We remark that the polynomials {//^(x)}^ , p < —\ , have been examined
in a Krein space [5], where they also form a complete orthogonal set.

2. L2  THEORY FOR THE POLYNOMIALS OF EVEN DEGREE

The classic orthogonality condition found in [1] becomes

Jo
H^(x)H(2^(x)\x\2lle-xldx = 24"-'«!r(« + p+l)a„

when the polynomials are of even degree, p > -\. The differential equation

in formally self adjoint form

o-èh ■2flp-X2 \-l( ^flp-X1 .,l\l(xZße~x )-[(x2"e-x y')'  = (2n)y

can be put in Liouville normal form by setting

y = x~ßex l2u.

The result is that / becomes isomorphic to

Ju = -j(u" -[p(p- l)x~2 - (2p- 1)+x2]«) = (2n)u

on L2(0, oo; 1). Examination of this expression quickly establishes that oo

is in the limit point case [2, p. 229]. That is, no boundary condition at oo is

required.
Further, the substitution t = x2 transforms the original differential equation

into
d2y     (\ \dy

tW+{-2+^-t)li + ny-0'

Letting a = p - \ , this is

d2y     ,. ,dy

the generalized Laguerre equation. As is well known [1, 11],

y = H^(x) = CnL(rh)(t),

where Cn = (-l)n22nn\.

Evaluation of the boundary t = 0 is well known for the Laguerre polynomials

[4]. The polynomial generating boundary condition is

limia+1e-'^ = 0.
'-►o dt

This is equivalent to

limx2"é>-x2^ = -limx2^-*2^, 1] = 0
*-►() dx       x—o
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in the Hermite case. Clearly the even Hermite polynomials satisfy this boundary
condition at x = 0.

The Laguerre boundary condition is needed (limit-circle case [2]) when -1 <

a < 1 . This is equivalent to -5 < p < I. This is consistent with direct

findings, using the method of Frobenius: Indicial roots at x = 0 are r = 0

and r = 1 - 2p. The first indicial root, 0, generates a solution which is

in L2(0, 1 ; x2fic~x ) when p > — \. The second root, 1 - 2p, generates a

solution which is in L2(0, 1 ; x2ße~x ) when p < \ .

With this preliminary information, the even boundary value problem and
operator theory is easily described.

2.1. Definition. We denote by De those elements y in L2(0, oc;x2ße~x )

which satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, 00).

(b) x2ße~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, 00).

(c) ly = -\(x2ße~x )~x(x2ße~x y')' exists almost everywhere and is in

L2(0,oo; x2^-*2).

(d) lim;c^o*2'íÉ,~*2y'(*) = 0.

We define the operator L by setting Ly = ly for all y in De .

2.2.   Theorem. L is selfadjoint in L2(0, 00; x2fle~
,!,

This is well known. The verification of this and many other related facts may
be found in [2, 10]

2.3. Theorem. The spectrum of L is discrete, consisting of the even integers

{2"}^o- Associated with the eigenvalue 2n is the eigenfunction H2^(x),

n = 0, 1, ■ • • . These eigenfunctions form a complete orthogonal set in

L2(0,oo; x2"é>-*2).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the even generalized Hermite polynomials
form a complete orthogonal set. Suppose there is an element z orthogonal to

them all. Then

roc

j    z(x)H{2ß)(x)x2fle-x2dx = 0,        n = 0, 1, •••.

We extend z to (-00, 0) as an even function. Then

/      -z(x)H{nß)(x)\x\2lie-x2dx = 0,        n = 0,\,---.
•/oo

By rearrangement of terms, this implies

[z(x)\x\2li]H{k0)(x)e-x2dx = 0,    « = 0, !,-•• ,
/"./oo

and so z(x)\x\2ß = 0 in L2(-oc, 00;  e x ).  This implies z = 0 a.e.  and

therefore also in L2(0, 00 ; x2ße~x ).
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2.4.   Corollary. Let f bean element in L2(0, oo; x2/V x ). Let y be in De

Then
oo

/(x) = 5>„<>(x),
n=0

oo

(L-X)-xf(x) = YJ^zrkH^(x),        X¿2n,
n=0

where

and

where

C2n 2*"-ln\Y(n + p + l)

Ly(x) = YJiln)d2nH^(x),
n=0

Çy&Hiï^e-ïdà;
ln 24"-xn\Y(n + p+l)    '

3. L2   THEORY FOR THE POLYNOMIALS OF ODD DEGREE

The classic orthogonality condition found in [1] becomes

/•OO T

jf    H%+l(x)HW+l(x)\x\2»e-x dx = 24»+xn\Y(n + p + ±]

1
my = 5 (2/1 + 1) y

when the polynomials are of odd degree, p > -3/2. The differential equation,

in formally selfadjoint form,

(x2"«?-*2)"1 (- (x2lie-x2y')' + 2px2fl-2e-x2y\

can be put in Liouville normal form by setting

y = x~ßex l2u.

The result is that m becomes isomorphic to

mu = -- (u" -  p(p + l)x-2 - (2p + 1) + x2\uj = (2n + 1)«

on L2(0, oo ; 1). Examination of this expression quickly establishes that oo is

again in the limit point case [2, p. 229]. That is, no boundary condition at oo

is required.
Further the substitutions t = x2, y = \ftz transform the original differential

equation into

d2z     (      3      \ dz

dt2  '  V       2      J dt

Letting a = p + 5 , this is

d2z     ,. .dz
tw + (l+a-t)1J + nz = 0,

the generalized Laguerre equation. As is well known [1, 11]
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y = H2un+l(x) = C„VtL(nfl+i)(t),

where Cn = (-1)" 22n+xn\.

Evaluation of the boundary t = 0 is well known for the Laguerre polynomials

[4]. The polynomial generating boundary condition is

lim ta+xe-l~ = 0.
î—o dt

This is equivalent to

lim x2"é>-*2 (x^r--y\= -lim x2fíe~xl W[y, x] = 0
x^o \   dx       )        JC-0

in the Hermite case. Clearly the odd Hermite polynomials satisfy this boundary

condition at x = 0.
The Laguerre boundary conditions needed (limit-circle case [2]) when -1 <

a < 1. This is equivalent to -3/2 < p < 1/2. This is consistent with the

method of Frobenius: Indicial roots at x = 0 are r — 1 and r = -2p. The first

indicial root, 1, generates a solution which is in L2(0, 1 ; x2fle~x ) when p >

-3/2. The second, -2p, generates a solution which is in L2(0, 1 ; x2>le~x )

when p < 1/2.
With this preliminary information, the odd boundary value problem and

operator theory is easily described.

3.1. Definition. We denote by D0 those elements y in L2(0, oo;x2fle~x )

which satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2ße~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(c) my = -2-(x2>xe~x )~x((x2fly')' - 2p x2tl~2e~x y) exists a.e. and is in

L2(0,oo;x2"<?-x2).

(d) lim^o x2"e-x2 (x y'(x) - y(x)) = 0.

We define the operator M by setting My = my for all y in D0.

3.2. Theorem.  M is selfadjoint in L2(0, oo; x2fte~x ).

Proof. Again see [2, 10].

3.3. Theorem. The spectrum of M is discrete, consisting of the odd integers

{2«+l}£L0. Associated with the eigenvalue 2/z+l is the eigenfunction H2^+l(x),

n — 0, 1, • ■ • . These eigenfunctions form a complete orthogonal set in

L2(0, oo;x2"e-x2).

Proof. Comparing the proof of Theorem 2.3, the only change is that z should

be extended as an odd function.

3.4. Corollary. Let f be an element in L2(0, oo ; x2>ie~xl). Let y be in D0.

Then
oo

f(x) = YJC2n+lH(£+l(x),
n=0

oo

(^-^r1/=E¿n^i//2-iW'    x*2n+l>
n=0
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where

C2n+\ = -^7i-7^~,-!-~1—

and

where

24"+! n\Y(n + p + \)

oo

My(x) = Y/i^ + l)d2n+xH{2^(x),
n=0

2n+x 2*"+x n\Y(n + p + ¡)

4.      L2   THEORY ON   (-00 , Oo)

We consider the Hubert space L2(-oo, oo; |x|2V-*2/2), p > -1/2. Each
/ in that space corresponds to two orthogonal functions

fe(x) = \(f(x) + f(-x)) ,      fo(x) = \(f(x) - f(-x)).

Collapsing the norms of fe and fi, onto (0, oo), we have

/°V(*)I2|X|2?~*¿*= /0O|/,(x)|2x2^-Jc2íix+ [°°\fo(x)\2x2»e-x2dx.
Jo z Jo Jo

Thus the Hubert space on (-00, 00) is isomorphic to the tensor product of

L2(0, 00; x2,xe~x ) with itself. We identify with / on (-00, 00) the vector

(■£), each component defined on (0, 00).

We can define a matrix differential operator P by setting

py-{o m)u) = Uw"
The domain of P is clearly those y for which ye  is in De, yo is in Do.

The spectrum of P is discrete, consisting of the nonnegative integers. Eigen-
{r,{fi)     -\  OO

( 0" ) [      , with eigenvalues {2«}£ij,

and \ifZ) )}      , with eigenvalues {2m + 1}~0.  We denote the first set by
l     2ji+i   > n=0

{E2n}Zo >the second by {E2n+X }^0 .

For each / in L2(-oo, 00 ; \x\2^e'x ¡2), we have

n=0

where
riß)

A2n =

(j)=1£ÄnEn(x),

^0/       n=0

24"~xn\Y(n + p+\)      '

and

2n+l '     24«+i«!r(/i + // + |)
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If y is in the domain of P, then

For each / in L2(-oo, oo; \x\2fte~x /2)

OO j

iP-^f = zZ^lEn(x).
n=0

If fe and /o are added together, then

OO

f(X) = Y,¿nH{nfi)(x).
n=0

This addition of components, however, precludes the development of an oper-

ator theory except when p = 0.

5.   Shifted spaces

Throughout the previous sections the requirement p > -1/2 or p > -3/2

was made in order to ensure that the Hermite polynomials were in the space

L2(0, oo ; x2ße~x). There is the age old question of what happens if p _ -1/2

or p _ -3/2 instead. We show that a simple change in the dependent variable

changes the even differential equation into the odd differential equation, but

with the negative p now replaced by a positive parameter. Likewise the odd

differential equation changes into the even differential equation, but with the

negative p again replaced by a positive parameter.

The even problem.   Let us consider the even equation

xy" + 2(p - x2)y' + [2(2«)x]y = 0.

If y = x~2fiY, the result is

xY" + 2([-p] - x2)Y' + [2(2« + 2p)x - 2[-p]x-x]Y = 0.

If 2« + 2p = 2r + 1, and p = -v , the resulting equation

xY" + 2(v - x2)Y' + [2(2r + l)x - 2vx'l]Y = 0

is the standard odd equation.

The standard odd boundary condition at x = 0,

limx^-^xrtx) - Y(x)) = 0,
x—»0

is equivalent to the condition

lime-x2(xy'(x) + [2p - l]y(x)) = 0.
x—>0

It is easy to see that under the transformation y = x~2fíY, the space

L2(0, oo ; x2^-* ) is isomorphic to L2(0, oo ; x2ve~x ), where p = -v . Fur-

thermore, the operator / on y corresponds to the operator m - 2p on Y.

Transforming the odd equation results from Y to y gives the following

when p < 3/2.
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5.1. Definition. We denote by De those elements y in L2(0, oo; x2/ie~x )

which satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subsets of (0, oo).

(b) x2fte~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(c) ly = -j(x2fle~x )~x(x2ße~x y')' exists almost everywhere and is in

L2(0,oo;x2fte~x2).

(d) lim^o e-x\xy'(x) + [2p - l]y(x)) = 0

We define the operator L by setting Ly = ly for all y in De .

5.2. Theorem.  L is selfadjoint in L2(0, oo; x2>ie~x ).

5.3. Theorem. The spectrum of L is discrete, consisting of the numbers {2« +

1 ~2p}%Lq- Associated with each eigenvalue 2n + 1 - 2p is the eigenfunction

x~2/iH2~ß\(x), n = 0, 1, ••• .   These eigenvalues form a complete orthogonal

set in L2(Q,oc;x2tle-x2).

5.4. Corollary. Let f be any element in L2(0, oo ; x2ße~x ). Let y be in De.

Then

(L - X)~xf(x) = JP        T-\u-lx~2,lH^t\ix).    ^2n+\-2p,

where

and

where

f(x) = YJC2nX-2liH^\(x),
M=0

C2n+\

2« + 1 - 2p - X'

/o°° m (t-2»Htt\(c:)) pne-tdt

24«+1«!r(«-^ + 3/2)

Ly(x) = 53(2« + 1 - 2p)d2n+xx-2»H(2-nZ\(x),
n=0

«2n+l =

n=0

Cln+\ =

24"+1«!r(«-(u + 3/2)

We remark that the transformation y = xx~2liz leads to the same results.

The odd problem.   Let us consider the odd equation

xy" + 2(p - x2)y' + [2(2« + l)x - 2px~x]y = 0.

If y = x-2/í7, the result is

xY" + 2([-p] - x2)Y' + [2(2« + 1 + 2p)x]Y = 0.

If 2« + 1 + 2p = 2r and p = —v , the resulting equation

xY" + 2(v - x2)Y' + [2(2r)x]Y = 0

is the standard even equation.
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The standard even boundary condition

lim x2"<?-*24^ = 0,
x-.o dx

is equivalent to the condition

lim e'x2(y'(x) + 2px~xy(x)) = 0.
x—>0

It is easy to see that under the transformation y = x~2ßY, the space

L2(0, oo ; x2fie~x ) is isomorphic to L2(0, oo ; x2ve~x ), where p = -v . Fur-

thermore, the operator m on y corresponds to the operator I -2p on Y.

Transforming the even equation results from Y to y gives the following

when p < 1/2.

5.5.   Definition. We denote by Do those elements y in L2(0, oo;x2lie~x )

which satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2fie~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals(0, oo).

(c) my = -j(x2fie~x )~x((x2ße~x y')' - 2px2fl~2e~x y) exists a.e. and is

in L2(0,oo;x2"í>-*2).

(d) lim;c_>o<'-*VM + 2//x-1yM) = 0.

We define the operator M by setting My - my for all y in Do .

5.6. Theorem. M is selfadjoint in L2(0, oo; x2fie~x ).

5.7. Theorem. The spectrum of M is discrete, consisting of {2« - 2p}^= 0. As-

sociated with each eigenvalue 2n-2p is the eigenfunction x~2fH2~ß\x), n =

0,1, • • •. These eigenvalues form a complete orthogonal set in L2 (0, oo ; x2/ie~x ).

5.8. Corollary. Let f beany element in L2(0, oo ; x2ße~x ). Let y be in D0.

Then
oo

f(x) = YS2nX-2ßHifnß\x),
n=0

oo —

(M - X)-Xf(x) = £       C*"       x-^ff^x),    X¿2n-2p,
n=0 ^

/0°° m)(t-2ßH{2-ß)(c:))¥ße-?d!i

°2n ~ 24»-'«!r(«-//+l) '

oo

My(x) = 5^(2« - 2p)9S2nx-2ßn(2/)(x),
n=0

~       Jo^y^U-^H^^^e-i'd^
d2n = -

where

and

where

24"-ln\Y(n-p+l)

We remark that the transformation y = x~x~2ßz leads to the same results.
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6. Left-definite spaces

A recent topic of interest has been the setting of the differential operators

such as / and m in a Sobolev space generated by the left side of the respective

differential equations, hence left-definite spaces. Results in this kind of setting

are now fairly well known (see [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]), and so we merely state the

results as they apply to the Hermite operators / and m, rather than burden

the reader with unnecessary details.

The even problem. We add a constant k > 0 to the operator /, lk — I + k , so

that 0 is not in the spectrum of lk , and so the Sobolev norm we are about to

define will be a genuine norm. Thus for p > -1/2,

lky = ]-(x2ße-x2yx(-(x2ße-x2y')' + 2kx2ße~x2y).

lky = (2n + k)y when y = H2n\x). Recall that there is no boundary condition

required at oo . The boundary condition at x = 0 is

lim x2ße~x2y'(x) = 0.
jc->0

Consider
/•OO 1 /»OO

/   (lky)-zx2ße-x2dx = - /   [-(x2"<r* y')'z + 2kx2ße~x2y^]dx.
Jo 2 Jo

Integrating the first term on the right by parts gives

1 1     /*oo

^(x2"<>-*2y')z-|^ + i /   [x2ße-x2y'l' + 2kx2ße~x yz\dx.
*• *• Jo

We use the integral to define a new inner product and Hubert (Sobolev) space.

We show that the first, integrated terms vanish at 0 and oo, provided lky and

z lie in the new space and y satisfies the boundary condition at 0.

6.1. Definition. We denote by Hl(0,oo; \x2ße~xl, kx2ße~x2) the complete

inner product space generated by the inner product

(y . z)w = W    [x2Me-x2y'-z' + 2kx2fte~x yz]dx.
2 Jo

We abbreviate the space name by Hx .

6.2. Definition. We denote by 3Ske those elements y in Hx which satisfy the

following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2fie~xy' is absolutely continuous on all close subintervals of (0, oo).

(c) lky exists a.e. and is in Hx.

(d) \imx^0x2fle-xy'(x) = 0.

We define the operator 2k by setting Jz^y = 4y for all y in 2¡ke -

6.3. Theorem. For all y in 2>ke and z in Hx,'c

limx2"e-jcy'(x)z(x) = 0,
x—o

lim x2"e-x2y'(x)z-(x) = 0.
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Proof. The limit at 0 follows from [9, Theorem 4.1]. The limit at oo follows
from [6, Theorem 6.1].

Theorem 6.3 establishes

6.4. Theorem (Dirichlet formula). For all y in 3¡ke and z in Hx,

/»OO 1 /»OO

/   (lky)zx2,ie-x2dx = ^      [x2ße-x2y'z' + 2kx2ße-x2yz]dx
Jo 2 J0

In inner product notation this is

((L + k)y, z)Li = (y, z)H¡.

Well-known machinery now establishes the following results, which we merely

state. References at the beginning of this section contain the proofs.

6.5. Theorem.

(a) 3¡ke is dense in H¡ .

(b) 2k is selfadjoint in H] .
(c) 2kx exists and is bounded on Hx.

(d) The spectral resolutions associated with the identity, 2kx and 2k are

the same as those associated with the identity, (L + k)~x and (L + k)
in Corollary 2.4.

A slight renorming of the Hermite polynomials {h!$(x)}%L0 is needed, but
the results are the same.

The odd problem. We add a positive constant k > 3 to the operator m,

mk — m + k, so that 0 is not in the spectrum of mk , and so that the Sobolev

norm we are about to define will be a genuine. We must assume that p > -1/2,

instead of the value -3/2 assumed earlier, so that the Hermite polynomials

i^u+\ Ml^o tie m me Sobolev space. Thus for p > -1/2,

mky = ^(x2ße-x2)-x(-(x2ße~x2y')' + (2px2ß~x + 2kx2")<?-*2y).

mky = (2« + 1 + k)y when y = H2„+l(x). Recall that there is no boundary
condition required at oo . The boundary condition at x = 0 is

limx2".?-*2 (x^-y)=0.
*—o y  dx       )

Consider
/•OO 1 /»OO

/ (mky)zx2fie-x2dx = ^ / [-(x2'ie-jrV)'z + (2//x2''-2 + 2rcx2'i)íf-Jc2yz]í/x.
Jo 2 Jo

Integrating the first term on the right by parts gives

~(x2ße-x2y')z
i   r°°

+ - /   [x2ße~x y'z' + (2px2ft~2 + 2kx2ß)e~x2yz]dx
2 Jo

We use the integral to define a new inner product and Hubert (Sobolev) space.

We show that the first, integrated terms vanish at 0 and oo, provided mky

and z lie in the new space and y satisfies the boundary condition at 0.
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6.6. Definition. Wedenote by Hx(0, oo; ^x2ße~x2, (px2ß-2+kx2ß)e-x2) the

complete inner product space generated by the inner product

1 f°°
(y, z)Hi = ^ /   [x2"<?-*2y'z' + (2p x2"~2 + 2ríx2/>-*2yz]¿/x.

2 Jo

We abbreviate the space name by H0X.

6.7. Definition. We denote by 3¡ko those elements y in H0X which satisfy the
following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2ße~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(c) mky exists a.e. and is in H0X.

(d) limx^0x2«e-x2(x$i-y) = 0

We define the operator Jfk by setting Jfky = mky f°r all y m •®/to •

6.8. Theorem. For all y in 3>ko and z in H¿ ,

limx2ße-x2y'(x)z(x) = 0,
x—>0

lim x2ße-x2y'(xyz(x) = 0.

Proof. Both limits follow from [6, Theorem 6.1].

Theorem 6.8 establishes

6.9. Theorem (Dirichlet formula). For all y in 3¡ko and z in H0X,
/»OO 1 /»OO

/    (mky)zx2ße-x2dx = ^ /   [e^y'l' + (2p x2ß~2 + 2kx2ß)e-x2yl]dx.
Jo 2 Jo

In inner product notation this is

((M + k)y, z)L2 = {y, z)H,.

Well-known machinery now establishes the following results, which we merely

state. References at the beginning of this section contain the proofs.

6.10   Theorem.

(a) 3¡ko is dense in H0X.

(b) Jfk is selfadjoint in Hx.

(c) Jikx exists and is bounded on H¿ .

(d) The spectral resolutions associated with the identity, J(kx and Jfk are

the same as those associated with the identity, (M + k)~x and M + k
in Corollary 3.4.

A slight renorming of the Hermite polynomials {H^+^x)}^ is needed, but

the results are the same.

7. Left-definite shifted spaces

It is in some ways not surprising that there is a left-definite theory for the

Hermite operators / and m when p < -1 /2. However, if the details are

examined it becomes clear that the possibility has no guarantee. The problem,

of course, is that under most transformations the left-definite norm is no longer

a norm of the same kind. Luckily it is preserved in the Hermite cases.
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The even problem.   We first note that, just as in the L2 theory, when p < 1/2,

the operator

lky = I (x2^-*2)-1 (- (x2ße-x2y')' + 2kx2ße~x2y\

is transformed by y = x~2ßY into

mk+2vY = i (x2^-^2)"1 (- (x2"e-x2Y')

+ (2vx2"-2 + [2k + 4u]x2") e~x2Y\ ,

where p = -v .
The left-definite inner product is likewise transformed. When y = x~2ßY,

z = x~2ßZ,

1       í°°
/   [X2ße-x2y'z' + 2k x2ße~x yz]dx

2 Jo
/•OO

/    [x2".?-*2Y'z' + (2v x2v~2 + (2k + 4v)x2v)e~x YZ]dx
Jo

10

l

2jo

+ v(x2v-xe~x2YZ)

lo

We shall show that the last term vanishes.

7.1.   Lemma. Let Y be in 3¡ko (Definition 6.7), and let Z be in H0X (Defini-
tion 6.6). 77?.?«

limx2í/-1í?-x2yz = 0,
x—0

lim x2u-xe~x2YZ = 0.
x—»oo

Proof. First examine the limit at 0, which must exist.  Suppose it is not 0.

Then
limx2l/i>-*2(xy'-Y) = 0
x-<0

and
limx2,/-1<?-x2yZ = A:^0.

We know (temporarily letting Y = Z ) that

limx^-'e-^Y^Â:.,
*->o

and
lim x2ve-xíZ2 = k2.
*—o

Thus /c2 = kxk2, and k = ±^/kxk2. If either kx or k2 is 0, we are done. So
assume neither is 0. Then for any e > 0

x2ve-x2(xY' -Y)

6<       x2V-\e-x*Y2       <C

when x is close to 0. Thus

-e/x<(Y -xY')/Y2 <e/x.
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Integrate from x to c (both near 0 ).

e(lnx -lnc) < c/Y(c) - x/Y(x) < e(lnc-lnx).

This implies

+ elnc ) x  ' - (elnx)x
l\Y(c)

< Y(x) < (î^-£lnc)- eine   x    + (e lnx)x"

-i

But the lower bound approaches 0 through positive values, while the upper

bound approaches 0 through negative values. We have a contradiction.

The limit of x2v~xe~x |Y|2 as x approaches oo also exists. If it is kx^0,

then x2ve~x | Y|2 ~ kx/x. Thus implies that

/

oo
2i/„-.x2iv|2,xLve~x \Y\ldx = oa,

again a contradiction.

7.2.   Definition. We denote by Dke those elements y in Hx , p < \, which

satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2ße~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed intervals of (0, oo).

(c) lky exists a.e. and is in Hx, p < 1/2.

(d) lim^o e-x2(xy'(x) + [2p + l]y(x)) = 0.

We define the operator 2k by setting 2ky = lky for all y in 2ke ■

We have established the following connection between norms:

7.2.   Lemma. Let y be in 3ike and z be in Hx . Let y = x~2ßY, z = x~2ßZ,

p < 1/2. T«i?«, with p — -v,

l- H [x2ße-x2y'z' + 2kx2ßyz\ dx

1     C°° r n
= 2 i*2"6'*1 Y'Z' + (2vx2v~2 + (2k + 4v)x2v)e-xl YZ\ dx.

The second norm is equivalent to the norm in H¿ with p = — v.

Now the last integral equals
roo

,2v,/    (mMvY)Zx2ve~xidx.
Jo

If the shift is undone, this equals
/•OO

/   (lky)-zx2ße-x2dx.
Jo

In the L2 setting, this corresponds to

(L + /c)yzx2'/e-Jc2i/x.
/Jo'0

Assembling all this together, we have
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7.3. Theorem (Dirichlet formula). For all y in 2>ke and let z be in Hx,

p <\, we have

/»OO i        /»OO

/    (4y)zx2"e-*2¿x = i /   [x2ße-x2y'z' + 2kx2ße~x yz]dx.
Jo 2 Jo

In inner product notation this is ((L + k)y, z)Li = (y, z)H\.

We again employ the machinery of previous works to derive the following

results.

7.4. Theorem.

(a) 2¡ke is dense in Hx.

(b) 2k is selfadjoint in H¡ .

(c) 2kx exists and is bounded on Hx.

(d) The spectral resolutions associated with the identity, 2kx and 2k are

the same as those associated with the identity (2 + k)~x and 2 + k

in Corollary 5.4.

The odd problem.   Here to we note that, just as in the L2 theory, when p <

1 /2, the operator

mky = hx2ße-x2yx(-(x2ße-x2y')' + (2px2ß~2 + 2rcx2>-*2y)

is transformed by y = x~2ßY into

k+2uY= Ux2l,e-x2)-{(-(x2ve-x2Y')' + (2k + 4i/)x2í/í>-x2 Y")

where p = -v .

The left-definite inner product is likewise transformed. When y = x~2ßY
and z = x~2ßZ ,

1 f°°
^ /   [x2ße-x2y'-z' + (2px2ß~2 + 2kx2ß)e~x2yz\dx
2 Jo

,2i/„-x2 v'7-' _i_ ÍU _l 4„v-2i'\

2 Jo
\x2ve~x Y'Z + (2k + 4vx2v)e~x YZ]dx

+ v(x2v-xe-x2YZ)

o

We shall show that the last term vanishes.

7.5. Lemma. Let Y be in 2¡ke (Definition 6.2) and let Z be in H¡ (Definition
6.1). Then

limx2"-]e-x2YZ = 0,
x^O

lim x2!/-1<?-Jf2YZ = 0.
x—»oo

Proof. The verification of the second limit at oo is the same as in Lemma 7.1.

The first involves only a slight variation on the previous argument. We establish
that if

limx2,/r'(x) = 0
x^O
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and

hmx2"-lY2(x) = k¿0,
x—>0

then for any e > 0

-e/x< Y'/Y2 <e/x,

when x is close to 0. Integrate from x to c to find

-e(lnc - lnx) < Y(x)-1 - Y(c)~x < e(lnc - lnx)

This implies

[l/F(c) = elnc-elnx]-' < Y(x) < [l/Y(c) = eine + elnx]"1.

but the lower bound approaches 0 through negative values, while the lower

bound approaches 0 through positive values. We have a contradiction.

7.6. Definition. We denote by 3Sko those elements y in H0X, p < \, which
satisfy the following.

(a) y is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(b) x2ße~x y' is absolutely continuous on all closed subintervals of (0, oo).

(c) mky exists a.e. and is in H¿ , p < \ .

(d) \imx^oe-x2(y'(x) + 2px~xy(x)) = 0.

We define the operator Jfk by setting „#¿.y = mky for all y in 3¡ko ■

We have established the following connection between norms:

7.7. Lemma. Let y be in 2ko and z be in H0X. Let y = x~2ßY, z = x~2ßZ,

p < i . Then, with p = -v,

/•oo  r

/     x2".?-*y z' + (2p x2ß~2 + 2k x2ß)e~x2yz

1        rOO   -

= 2 \     [x2Ve~xl Y'Z' + i2k + 4v)x2ve~x2 YZ

dx

dx.

The second is the equivalent to the norm in Hx with p = -v.

Now the last integral equals

I
OO

2v0-xl
(lk+2vY)Zx2ve-x dx.

0

If the shift is undone, this equals

(mky)ze~x dx.
Jo10

In the L2 setting this corresponds to

/•oo   _

/   (M + k)yz x2ße~x dx.
Jo

Assembling this together, we have
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7.8. Theorem (Dirichlet formula). For all y in 2¡ko and z in H0X, p < \,
we have

/•OO 1 /»OO

/    (mky)zx2ße-x2dx = ^ /   [x2"<?-x y'z' + (2px2ß~2 + 2kx2ß)e~x yz]dx.
Jo 2 Jo

In inner product notation this is ((M + k)y, z)Li = (y, z)H¡.

For the last time we employ the machinery of previous works to derive the

following results.

7.9. Theorem.

(a) 2¡ko is dense in H0X.

(b) Jfk is selfadjoint in H¿ .

(c) J?kx exists and is bounded on H¿ .

(d) The spectral resolutions associated with the identity, Jikx and JKk are

the same as those associated with the identity, (M + k)~x and M + k

in Corollary 5.8.

8. The machinery developed previously

By now the author is sure the reader is rather frustrated with the lack of

proofs for many of the results stated and the reference to previous results. To

ease the frustration we give an outline of that theory.

We begin with the Dirichlet formula. We use L to denote an L2 operator,
2 to denote its restriction to the appropriate Hx space. So for y in 3S%> and
z in Hx,

{Ly, z)Li = (y, z)w

Note that the element z is rather arbitrary. Replacing z by 2z, we have a

second Dirichlet formula

(Ly,Lz)Li = (y,2z)w.

Since this also equals (2y, z)H¡ , we find

(2y,z)HI=(y,2z)w.

2 is symmetric.
Letting z — y , 2y = f, y = & f, where 'S represents the inverse of L in

L2, the Dirichlet formula gives

(f,&f)L2  = (&f,&f)W.

When ||/||L2 < fcll/Htfi , k > 0, thus implies

k\\f\\umL^\\&f\\2H>-

If we divide by \\f\\2H, and take the supremium over ||/||wi, we have

imi//'< WlkOl/2,

and so 2? is bounded on Hx. Thus 2 is a maximally extended symmetric

operator on//1, and is therefore selfadjoint.
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We now have two spectral resolutions associated with L and 2.  Let us

denote them by 5"/ and 2 f. Both are in L2 .
The Dirichlet formula establishes for / in //' and y in 3!% ,

(Ly, Sf)L2 = (Ly, f)L2 = (y, f)w = (y, 2f)w = (Ly, 2f)u

Hence (Ly, Sf - 2f)Li = 0. Since {ly} spans all of L2 , Sf = 2f a.e.
and thus in L2 and Hx. There is only one spectral resolution.

We hope this outline is satisfactory.
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